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Dave Howe has more than 25 years’ experience working in the Multiple Listing Service industry.  As 
Director of MLS Operations for MetroList Services, Inc., the largest MLS in Northern California with more 
than 19,000 subscribers in 7 counties, Dave has worked at every level in the organization gaining 
valuable MLS experience.  

Dave has become one of the foremost experts on MLS Rules and Policies, MLS operations and building 
lasting relationships between the MLS and Brokers/agents. Dave is also an active member of the 
California Association of REALTORS MLS Policy Forum Workgroup. He is passionate about encouraging a 
cooperative working relationship between brokers and agents that ultimately enhances the consumers’ 
real estate listing and selling experience. 

As an MLS professional, Dave was selected by The Council of Multiple Listing Services (CMLS) to be part 
of the Inaugural CMLX3 Certification/professional accreditation program. Dave earned the highest 
certification available - CMLX3 Certified MLS Expert. 

With his broad knowledge and expertise, Dave is often called upon to present at industry meetings and 
participate on MLS panels and policy boards. Most recently Dave was asked to participate on the 
UPSTREAMRE National Advisory Board.  UPSTREAMRE is a comprehensive data management project for 
the real estate industry.  

Dave is an expert in MLS rules and operations, broker and agent education and training, compliance and 
data licensing.  He has been part of the MetroList team that has help shape MLS policies. 

A graduate of American River College, Dave makes his home in Northern California with his wife Mary 
Ann and their two children. Dave has long been a volunteer leader with many youth organizations and 
the Boy Scouts of America where he earned the Rank of Eagle Scout.  
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